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This paper is a detailed report of tests of twelve
long butt joints fabricated with A7 steel and fastened
with 7/8" A325 boltso Bolt shear areas were propor~
tioned using a tension-shear ratio of 1/1:100 T~e major
variable of the test series was joint length so that this
report presents the rirst systematic study or the effect
of joint length on bolt performanceo Additional data
were collected to provide information on joint slip'
characteristicso Possible ultimate strength design
procedures based on these test results are orfered~
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Consider a structural joint with several rasteners
in line with the load~ The usual design ass~ption is that
each fastener carries an equal share of the working load.
However, it can be shown theoretically and verified experi-
nlentally that the end fasteners carry a higher percentage
of the working load, the joint still behaving elastically.
As the load is increased, the more highly stressed end
fasteners deform and thereby effect a redistribution of
load among the other fasteners. The~amount of redistri-
bution is a function of the fasteners' ability to deform
without fracturso It has been found e~perlmentally that
ordinary low carbon rivets are ductile enough to permit
redistribution to the point that at ultimate load each
r~vet is carrying approximately an equal share of the load
providing the joint 1s not exceptionally long.
If this complete redistribution takes place it is
possible to predict the ultimate fastener load (P
uf ) for
a joint by simply multiplying the number of fasteners (n)
by the resistance value of a single fastener (Rl )· Rl
can be determined by experiment with single fastener
connectionsQ Thus,
=
If complete redistribution of load cannot take place among
the fasteners because of inflexibility, the actual ultimate
load of the connection can be expected to fall short of
that predicted as above. Saying this in another way, if
the obs,erved ultimate fas tener load (P) is divided by the
number of fasteners (n), the value of R determined will be
an average one and less than R1 .
p
n = R (Ravg 1
Although R is less than R , at least- one end fastener
avg l'
must be loaded to a value of R1 in order for the failure
load to be reached.
The manner of load distribution among the fasteners
is demonstrated during testing by the mode of ~ailur6.
Some joints will fail completely by apparent simultaneous
shearing of all the fasteners indicating. a fairly complete
redistribution; o'thers will fail by shearing of one or
more end fasteners while the rest of the joint remains intact.
As joints 'become longer the fasteners must be more and more
ductile to accomplish this redistribution of load. If
the end fasteners lack this ductility, they will shear at
lower and lower values of R and the joint, experiences
. avg
"premature" failure. This "premature" failure has been
termed "unbuttoning" since failures begin at the ends and
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proceed toward the center of the joint as one wculd unbutton
a shirt,
Unbuttoning has been noticed in long riveted joints. (4)
Current specifications do not require the use of a reduced
R for the design of a long riveted joint. Because the
avg
A325 bolt is made of higher strength material than 'the
rivet, one might suspect that ductility has been sacrificed-
and therefore unbuttoning might be a more serious problem
in bolted joints.
Tests of large bolted joints having increasing.numbers
of bolts in line have been made in order to determine ,how
the value of R is affected. In order to be able to vis~
avg
ualize this variation in R as the joint length increases,
avg
the quotient 'R divided by R1 , termed the unbuttoningavg
factor U, will be plotted against joint length$ This plot
will indicate the relationshi.p which exists between the
shear resistance of high strength bolts and joint length.
1.2 Scope
These tests represent the second phase of the testing
.program on "Large Bolted Joints" being conducted at Fritz
LaboratorYJLehigh University. The first phase consisted
of full scale tests of compact butt type joints(l) to de-
termine proper working stresses for high strength bol,ts
since the Hone bolt for one rivet" rule of the 1954 speci-
fications(2) did not result in a balanced design. These
tests have been completed and show that the allowable shear
stress may be safely increased from 15,000 psi to 22,000
psi (TiS ratio'::: 1.00 : 1.10) based on an ultimate design
concept as long as shearing occurs through the full shank.
However, there were no joints with this Tis ratio which were
longer than 14 ft between the end rows of bolts.
In order to obtain test data concerning the perform-
ance of long joints designed at a Tis ratio of 1.00 : 1.10,
the· Uunbuttoningfl tests were formula ted wi th the main
variable being the number of bolts in line. These tests
were designated "D-Series ft and subd·ivided into two cate ....
gories:
(1) Part a
(2) Part b
variable width
variable, grip
This notation arises in the following way. If the Tis
ratio is to be held constant when the number of bolt
shearing areas is in'creased there must be a corresponding
increase in the area of the net section. There are two
alternatives: (1) hold the thickness or gri,p constant and
vary the width or (2) hold the width constant and vary the
grip.
All test joints were compl.etely instrumented to 'pro--
vide slip, plate strain, overall elongation and load
partition data. This report will deal primarily with
observations based on ultimate joint strength and eliminate
most of the plate strain data which will be included later
in a report on the load partition throughout bolted joints.
1.3 Survey of Literature
Evidence of the unbuttoning problem is not common in
the literature on bolted connections since few full scale
tests of large bolted joints have been conducted. In 1959,
a report(3) of a test on a long joint conducted at the
University of Washington recorded the unbuttoning phenomenon
in a bolted connection having thirteen rows of bolts in a
pattern 48" long. The configuration of the pattern was
three bolts per row alternated with one bolt per row, and
the grip was 6n •
In previous full scale tests conducted at Lehigh(l)
the tendency for end fasteners to fail in such a manner
that the remainder of the joint remains intact was noted in
most joints which experienced ?olt failure. In only two
instances did an apparently simultaneous shear failure take
place. However, since these tests were conducted with
compact joints (none longer than 14") the average shear
stress at first bolt failure was not greatly affected by
joint length~
In 1940, R.E. Davis, G.B. Woodruff and H.E. Davis(4)
reported instances in which premature fastener failure
had occurred in joints using 7/8" rivets. They pointed
out that since at ultimate load each rivet was carrying
approximately an equal share of the load, excessive strain
rather than excessive stress causes end fasteners to fail.
Summarizing, in tests of large bolted and riveted
joints premature failure of end fasteners has been exper.i-
enced. In long bolted joints a similar effect might be
observed.
2. QESCRIPTION OF TEST JOINTS
2.1 D-Series ~ Part a
In the D=>Serie·s ~ Part a tests, joint length and width
were the chief variables~ Eight test joints ranging from
two lines of three bolts to two lines of ten bolts, each
having a pitch distance of 3 1/2 t1 and a grip of 4ft were inga
eluded in this series (Fig~ 1). The specimens were actually
half of a double shear butt ~oint having two one-inch plates
combined to make up the inner main plates and having outer
lap pl~tes of one~inch thickness. The fasteners in each
, case were 7/8 ft A325 bolts of standard length under head and
having the minimum length of thread. (2)
The design o~ the test specimens proceeded as follows:
For balanced design the ultimate load of the net section of the
plates must be equal to the ultimate load of the bolts.
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For two lines of 7/8" bolts, 15/16" holes, gage equal to
one-half plate width and T/S = 1/1.10 for balanced design(l)
1~10 ~ + g +~) - 2 x 1i~2 x 1 = 2n (2 x 0.601)
g o.661n + 0.938
and
w = 2g = 2(O.661n + 0.938) .. ~ .. (2.1)
As n, the number of baIts in line , is varied from 3 to 10
the width (w) varies from 5.84tt to 15.10". All plates
were cut and milled to the proper width from '24 ft U.M.
plates. Figure 1 outlines the nominal dimensions for each
s.pecimen.
The specimen numbering system was as follows: the joint
with three bolts in line was designated D31. The D indicates
D-Series of tests while the first number 3 designates the
number of bolts in line~ Since there were fabricated two
identical joints of each confi·guration, the number 1 indi-
cates the first of these. To the present time none of the
second specimens have been tested.
2.2 D-Series - Part b
In the D-Series ~ Part b, ,joint length and thickness
were the chief variables. In order to keep the width· con-
stant and· the Tis r~tio constant at 1/1.10 it became neces-
sary to vary the thickness as the number of bolts in line
was increased. Preliminary computations showed a width of
9 7/8 n to be good. Then, following a procedure similar .to
that used to derive Eq. 2.1, it follows that
T
S
2.40n
16
=
O.15n
t
••••• '. (2. 2)
Using Tis to be 1/1.10, the thic,kness required for balanced
design can be found. For practical reasons this thickness
must sometimes be increased or decreased slightly to the
nearest 1/16 Tf • The tension--shear ratio 1s then also inca
creased or decreased accordingly so that the final ratios
are only approximately 1/1~lO. With n = 6 the resulting
design is equivalent to the 6 bolt joint of Part a. Since
long joints are under study no joints with less than 6 bolts
in line were proposed for this part.
Ordinarily thick grips will occur, in .practice, in bull t
up types of members. In order to insure better properties of
the steel the thicknesses of single plates was restricted to
less than one~inch. For this reason the thi~k plates of
these joints were built up of a' number of p'lies of thinner
material. Ngure 2 is a general detail of the four joints in-
cluded in Part, b. In cases where two different thicknesses
of material were needed the thinner of the two (to) was always
placed on the outside.
Again, the numbering system for these specimens was
patterned after that of Part a. The series began with a
joint having seven bolts in line; thus it was called D701~
The number 7 designates seven bolts in line while the
number 1 indicates the first of two identical joints having
seven bolts in line. The number· 0 was chosen to indicate
a variable grip joint as o.pposed to the joint D71 of the
variable width serieso As before, none of the second joints
have been tes~edo
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3. MATERIAL PROPERTIES
3.1 Plates
The plate material used for the D~Series ~ Part a, was
'ASTM A7 structural steel cut from universal mill stri.ps
24" x. Itt and approximately 72 i -O". long. With this size
plate material it was possible to cut plate for four test
specimens from one 72i~OU strip while still allowing extra
plate stock for coupon testing and fill material. Figure 3
is a schematic diagram of the cutting scheme used for test
specimens and coupon material. Plates were burned to a
rough width and then machined to the finished dimension.
Two plate coupons were cut from the material of each
joint tested. These coupons were 1" in thickness and milled
to 1 1/2" in width 8.0 tha.t the stress area was 1.5 square
inohes. The coupons were tested in a 120k testing machine
with an autographic strain recording device measuring
strains over an 8" gage length. The recorder was used
throughout the elastic and plastic ranges while the strain
rate was 0.05 inches per minute. Then the strain rate was
increased to 0.2 inches per minute to speed testing through
the strain hardening range while strain readings were taken
with a dividers and 'steel scale~ The material exhibited a
continuously rising yield zone. Fi~e 4 is a typical stress-
strain curve for plate material of the D-Series - Part a.
Table 1 shows a complete listing of all coupon properties.
Both the static yield stress level at .5% strain and the .2%
offset yield stress have been recorded. According to the
Lehigh University test's the average static yield level stress
at .5% strain and the average yield stress at .2% offset were
both lower than the AS~M minimum yield stress of 33 ksi while
the mill test yield stress was 37.5-ksi. Average ultimate
tensile stress was 60 ksi, identically the ASTM minimum
ultimate strength while, according to the mill test, ultimate
tensile strength was 61.7 ksi. This variation between
laboratory test results and mill test results has been
attributed primarily to the difference in strain rate used
in the laboratory and in the mill. (5) All coupons exhibited
ductile type failures. This plate would be called minimum
strength A7 steel plateo
In Part b, the cutting scheme was somewhat similar to
tha t of Part a although i twas compliea. ted' a "little by
having eight plates of two different thicknesses going into
the make-up of one joint. Joints were cut from A7 universal
mill strips 10 114 ft wide and of thicknesses varying from
9/16 n to 7/,Str. All strips were rolled from the same heat,
and the 66 1 -6·n lengths were sufficiently large to provide
one thickness of material for two joints plus cQu.pon material.
The 10 114 ft universal mill strips were milled along both
edges to give the final desired width of 9 7/8".
Plate coupons similar to those used in Part a were cut
from each plate used. The general testing procedures used
were also similar to those described previously. Figure 5' is
a schematic diagram of the cutting scheme used for plates
and coupon material while Fig. 6 is a typical s'tress=strain
curve.
Two coupons were cut from each plate thickness used to
fabricate the test jointse As before, both static yield
level stress at .5% strain and .2% o~fset yield stress were
'recorded and can be found with other plate properties in
Table 2~ Both static yield level stress at .5% strain
(33.6 ksi) and the yield stress at .2% offset (35.0 ksi)
were lower than mill test yield strength (37.3 ksi)~ The
ultimate tensile strength of 64.3 ksi was also slightly
lower than the reported mill test ultimate~ Again, this
can be attributed to the slower strain rate used in the
coupon tests at Lehigh. Failures were of the ductile type.
Plate thicknesses varied ~rom 9/16" to 7/8 n and yet the
greates variation in yield at 0.2% offset was + 6_6% from
the ·'average while the greatest variation' in ultimate strength
was + 3.4%. The variations in 'anyone joint would be less
tha.n the fi'gures quoted above; therefore) fairly uniform _plate
strains could be expected from similarly stressed plates.
3.2 Bolts
The bolts used in D=Series ~ Part a, were 7/8 ft A325,
5 1/2 fT under head. The thread was the standard rolled
thread two inches in length. All bolts were ~rom the same
lot which was designated the D-lot. Five bolts were chosen
at random and tested in direct tension. A proof load check
was made on each bolt to insure. that after loading and un-
loading no permanent elongation existed in the bolt. After
completing the proof load check, te.sting was resumed to
failure.
A tension-elongation relationship was chosen to cali-
brate the bolts of the D~lot. Elongation readings were
taken with a C-frame extensometer equipped with a .OOOltf
dial gage. The average ultimate .load for the D~lot was
56.7 k.
In addition, a torqued calibration curve was estab-
lished in the Skidmore-Wilhelm calibrator for each of
6 D-lot bolts chosen at random. In this case average
ultimate· load was 51.8 k. The ultimate tension induced in
a bolt by turning the nut against the resistance of the
Skidmore-Wilhelm calibrator was 8.6% less than the direct
tension ultimate strength. A more complete e~planation of
this phenomenon and the bolt calibration procedure (6) has
heen or~ered previously.
Based on the direct tension calibration relationship
the bolts of the D~lot were very nearly minimum strength
bolts (106.7% of specification minimum ultimate strength).
Bolts for Part b of the D<=>Series were all 7/8" A325
bolts from the same heat although the length under head
necessarily varied with each joint. For this reason, lot
numbers were assigned according to the length under head.
The threads on all these bolts were cut and of standard
length (2 1/4H ). A brief summary of the results of
calibration of five bolts from~ each of the four lots is
given below.
Ultimate Load
Lot Length Direct Tension Torqued
U.H.
T 6 1/2 tf 54.8k 52.0k
U 7 ff 55.2 51.5
V 7 1/2 ft 53.6 50.0
w 8 1/2" 55.1 51.5
Sinc~ the bolts of the T, U, V and W lots were from the
same heat, any variation in reported ultimate loads must be
considered as being normal test variation and amounts to no'
k
,greater variation from the average than 1.1 or approximately
2%. For all further work all bolts of the D~Series ~ Part b
can ~e said to have an average ultimate load or 54.7k .
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4. FABRICATION OF TEST JOINTS
4.1 Shop Procedure
,All shop work necessary for the fabric~tion of the
test specimens was done at the Bethlehem Steel Company
fabricating sh~ps in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.
The shop procedure was the same for all joints except
for the preparation of the faying surfaces. Through a
misunderstanding in the detail drawings, the plates of the
D-Series - Part a were gone over with a mechanical grinder
to remove all mill scale. Surface irregularities were
still present, but the faying surfaces were completely
devoid of mill scale and quite shiny and reflective (see
Fig. 12). In the preparation of joints of Part b, only
loose mill scale was removed by hand wire brushing.
Plates for the various joints were assembled according
to the detail drawings and clamped together securely. The
four corner holes were subdrilled and reamed for alignment.
Pins machined to fit the reamed holes were inserted to hold
the joint in alignment while the remainder of the holes
were drilled to size through all the plies of the solid
material. All holes were 15/16 tf diameter to allow 1/16"
clearance for the "7/8" bolts.
Since the joints were actually one~half of a butt joint,
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fill plates were welded between the outer plates in the
gri,p a-rea while the inner ,plates were also welded tog~ther
in the gripping area to insure uniform load distribution
during test and to fascilitate handling of the joints after
testing was completed" Shipping bolts were installed after
the welding 'operation to exped·ite. handling.
4.2 Bolting~Up Procedure
The bolting~up'operationwas done at Fritz Laboratory
by a Bethlehem Steel Company Erection Department field crew.
This arrangement was chosen so that the Fritz Laboratory
staff crew could gather information concerning bolt tension
and elongation in a connection tightened by a practicing
field crew according to their present field procedure, the
turn-of-nut method. (7) According to this method, all bolts
are snugged with the impact wrench and then given a pre aro
scribed amount o~ rotation. The rotation beyond snug
required to produce adequate bolt tensions is dependent
upon the diameter of the bolt and the grip thickness. All
bolts in joints of the D~Series = Part a, and in joint D701
of Part b, received 1/2 turn from snug. The bolts used in
DBOl, D901 and DIOOI each received 3/4=turn beyond snug
since their grip was greater than 5".
During the actual tightening operation, the joints were
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placed on edge and the bolts approximately centered in the
holes. In certain of the joints when intermediate elon-
gation readings were taken, the joints were placed hori-
zontallyto accommodate the G<=frame extensometer. When the
tightening operation was resumed,,· the joint was' again placed
on edge. The general tightening procedure was as follows:
(1) A logical fitting~up pattern was chosen.
(See Figs. 16 and 22).
(2) Drif-t pins were inserted for alignment .and
fi tting-up bolts 'were snugged a.nd givan
the re.quired amount of rotation.
(3) The remainder of the bolts were snugged and
tightened.
(4) The fitting<=up bolts were ,then checked for
tightness and touched-up according to the
reel of .the operator.
4-3 Bolt Tension Measurement
Complete records o~ bolt elongation were kept for each
bolt in every joint of the series. ~This step afforded an
opportunity ,to check the bolting~up, operation as well as
gather information on: (1) bolt ~tension at the snug posi-
tion, (2) loss in tension of fitting-up bolts as neighboring
bolts a're :'tensioned, (3) final bolt tensions. The final
measurement of bolt tensions terminated the primary fabri-
cation and control steps in the test progr~m.
50 INSTRUMENTATION
,5.1 General
The following equipment was used to instrument the
test specimens~
(1) Electric strain gages (sR~4) for measuring
strains in the inner and outer plates;
(2) slide bar extensometer for measuring elon~
gations between each transverse row of bolts,
(3) dial gages (0.001") for measuring slip
between the inner and outer plates as well
as total elongation ·of the joint,
(4) dial gages (0.0001") for measuring relative
displacement bet~een the plies of material
making up the outer and inner plates in
D~Ser1es ~ Part b.
In the D~Series = Part a, the instrumentation of every
joint was identical with the exception of DIGI. The joints
of Part b of the D~Series were also instrumented alike. Fig-
ure 7 shows the instrumentation layout for DIOl, the
remainder of the D=Series ~ Part s, and also Part b of the
D-Series <I
5.2 Electric Strain Gages
In jo.int DIOl plate strains were measured with SR~4
type Al gages. The gages were located on the edges of all
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four plates between the bolt rows and within the bolt
pattern on the face of the outer plates. This scheme was
modified for the remainder of the D~Series = Part s, to
merely eight gages, four on the edge of the inner plates
on the gross material and four similarly located on'the
outer plates. For the variable grip tests, the same gage
locations were used, but since there were eight plies of
, material per joint rather than. four as in the variable width
joints, sixteen gages were used for each joint. In both
cases, t4e purpose of these strain gages was to give an
indication of the general alignment of the joint in the
grips by means of the stress distribution on the gross
section.
5.3 Slide Bar Extensomet&r
The slide bar extensometer is a hand~held instrument
of the Whittemore type fitted ~ith a .0001" dial gage to
record the elongation of the plate material between rows.
Small holes were drilled on the edge of each plate at the
pitch line to accommodate the tips of the extensometer
which were set to span a 3 1/2H pi tch. Ga,ge poin,t center-
drills for the slide bar extensometer were numbered as
follows: the gage point location one pitch distance above
the top row of bolts was called row a while the gage point
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location one pitch distance below the bottom row of bolts
was called Row X. Intermediate gage point locations were
numbered 1 through n respectively from the top of the joint.
(See Fig. 7). These readings can be quickly converted to
average strains within a given pitch and there~ore provide
some indication as to the plate stresses present at any
particular section. By summing the elongations in every
pitch of the main plate along a joint and adding the amount
of rigid body motion between the inner and outer plates,
these slide bar readings can be used to check the readings of
the overall elongation dials (O.OOlfY). Since this report
deals primarily with ultimate strength consideration, most
of the slide-bar extensometer data has been omitted. The
readings have been checked, however, and will appear in a
later report dealing with load partition throughout a bolted
joint.
5-4 Slip Gages
One dial gage (0.001") was mounted on small metal
brackets welded to eac~ edge of a joint at the bottom row
of bolts on the inner plate. A second bracket was welded
between the lap plates one pitch distance beyond the last row
of bolts to provide a pedestal for the dial gage plunger.
Figure 8 is a photo of the dial gage instrumentation of D701,
a variable grip joint. The slip dials are the lower dials
in the photo and measured the rigid body motion of the
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inner and outer plates plus the elongation in the lap plates
between the last row of bolts and a point one pitch distance
below the last bolt row. They were used on all joints of
the D-Series.
5.5 Joint Elongation Dials
Joint elongation was measured from a point one pitch
distance above the first row of bolts to a point one pitch
distance below the last row of bolts (Row a to Row x).
A .001" dial gage was used on both faces to record this
elongation. The gage was mounted on a stud at the upper
limit, and its plunger contacted a pedestal connected to a
similar stud at the lower limit of the joint (Fig. 8). The
joint elongation d~al in this photo is the center dial at
the top of the joint.
By combining pitch elongation readings with slip gage
readings, the total elongation as recorded on the elonga-
tion dials can be checked according to the following combi-
nation of slip dial and slide bar extensometer readings:
e total =
o
Slip + E emain
n
5.6 Plate Displacement Dials
Plate displacement dials (.0001") were necessary ror
the variable grip joints in which main and lap plates were
built up from plies of material rather than from solid
plates of the thickness required. They were used to detect
any relative movement between the two plies of the lap
plates or the four plies of the main plate. The lap plate
displacement dials can be seen in Fig. 8 but the main
plate dials are hidden due to their location between the
lap plates at the bottom of the joint. The displacements
observed from these gages were of such a slight magnitude
and random behavior that one may assume that the inner (t.)
1
and the outer (to) laminations of the variable grip joints
acted as a single plate.
6. TEST PROCEDURE
The procedure used in the testing of joints of the
D-Series was standardized so that each joint was tested
under identical conditions. Joint DIOl, the first to be
tested, was the only exception although the procedure for
testing DIOI was quite similar to the general test proce~
dureu The primary difference between DIOI and the
remainder of the D~Series joints was that for DIOI, the
gage were removed at l200k while failure did not occur
until approximately 1500k . In all the other tests the
gages were left on the joint through failure so that a
complete history of all. gage readings was available for the
entire test.
The first step in the general test procedure was to
mount the specimen in the testing machine and attach all
gages and dials required in the instrumentation layout.
Zero readings were then taken on all instrumentso The
specimen was gripped, and testing proceeded in even load
increments until m~jor slip was experienced at which point
joint elongation readings were taken the instant the joint
slipped. At major slip, the testing ,machine would drop
load due to the sudden displacement and stabilize at some
lower load level; all gages were read at this lower load
point. Load was again applied in increments to slip load
and beyond. Beyond plate yield, test procedure was modified
slightly in that only ,joint elongation readings were taken
as the desired load increment was attained. At this point
the loading valve of the testing machine was closed to allow
time for the load to stabilize at a constant strain value.
When all evidence of straining had sto.pped, and a ,perio,d of
at least ten minutes had elapsed campl,ete readings were
taken. This modified procedure was followed until failure
of the joint occurred. Since the amount of straining
which occurred during the stabilization time was quite
small, it was neglected; therefore, the dial gage readings
taken at the lower load level were said to be the same as
the actual readings at first attainment of the'desired load
increment.
When a bolt "unbuttoned H .from the test 8.pecimen, the
unloading valve of the testing machine was opened to arrest
the failure at that point. After the load was dropped to
a safe level, the joint was inspected visually and gages
were read. Load was again ~pplied to the joint until a
second bolt unbuttoned or complete shearing of all remaining
bolts occurred.
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7. TEST RESULTS
7.1 D-Series ~ Part a
A complete summary of the results of the variable width
series of tests is given in Tab~e 3. The specimen~ failed
either by tearing of the plates or by first shearing one or
more end fasteners·while the joint remained intact. The
load at which the first bolt sheared has been considered
the failure load even though co~plete rupture had not
occurred and though in some instances higher loads were
attained. In most cases in which unbuttoning was experi-
enced, (DIDI, D81, D71), load was reapplied to the joint
to see how far the joint could be unbuttoned before complete
"failure would occur. Joint D91 was the only variable width
joint which was kept intact after unbuttoning occurred. Fig-
u,re 9 is a sketch of the unbuttoned patterns of these
joints. Test specimens D61 and D51 failed by tearing of
the plate material but joints D41 and D31 were not tested
to co~plete failure although a maximum load had been reached
prior to stopping the test. A brief discussion of each test
is given belowo
Joint DIOl, the largest of the variable width joints,
having a total of twenty bolts in its pattern,' experienced
first major slip at a load of 56Sk or a nominal bolt shear
of 23.6 ksi. Two other major slips occurred later, one at
604k and the second at 670k • At this point the total amount
of slip was approximately 0.065". The first bolt unbuttoned
k
at a load of 1506 or an average bolt shear of 62.6 ksl.
Figure 10 is a close-up of DIOI after. the first three bolts
unbuttoned. The total unbuttoning sequence can be seen in
Figure 9. At the time of first bolt failure (1506k ) the
actual tension on the ne~ section was 5708 ksi, but the
maximum load carried by the joint was 1532k at a corresponding
tension on the net section of 58.8 kai.
First major slip for joint D91 was experienced at a
load of 405k (nominal bolt shear lS.S ksi). Three other
major slips were noted before the joint came into full
bearing. The joint experienced first bolt railure at an
applied load of 135Sk and a corresponding net section
tension of 57. 3 ksi. The complete load<=elongation curver, /g
for the teat of joint D91 is shown in Fig. JI. A total of
six bolts unbuttoned, the joint still remaining intact.
This joint also carried more load after several bolts had
unbuttoned than .it did with a full pattern (Fig. 9).
Testing was discontinued after six of the original eighteen
bol~s had unbuttoned. Figure 12 is a photo of D91 showing
the unbuttoned pattern after testing.
Joint D81 experienced first major slip at a load of
560k which corresponds to a nominal bolt shear of 29.1 ksi.
Several other major slips followed until the specimen was
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pulled into co~plete bearing at a load of approximately
650k . First bolt failure occurred at a load of 1282k , the
highest load of the test. A total of six bolts unbuttoned
before complete shearing of all remaining bolts occurred.
The maximum nominal bolt shear was 66.7 ksi while the
maximum ns·t section tension was 61eO ksi. After complete
failure of D81 occurred, one line of bolts was arranged
and photographed to present a visual record of bolt defor~
mations throughout the length of the joint (Fig. 13).
First major slip occurred in joint D71 at a nominal
bolt shear of 21.3 ksi or a net section tension of 19.4 ksi.
Further slippage was recorded until the joint came into full
bearing at a load of approximately 560k . First bolt failure
occurred at a nominal bolt shear of 66.9 ksi (1126k ). Actual
tension developed by the net section was 61.9 kai. Two
bolts unbuttoned from this particular joint before complete
, shear failure occurred at a load o~ 1112k ,
Joint D61 slipped at a load of 33Sk which corresponds
to a nominal bolt shear of 23.4 ksi and a net section tension
of 21.3 ksi~ In this specimen plate failure occurred at a
load of 994k or a nominal bolt shear of 68.9 ksi. The actual
net section tension was 64.0 ksi. which resulted in an actual
net erficiency of'108~o%. Values of efficiency shown in
Table 3 are based on nominal dimensions. Figure 14 is an edge
view of D61 after one of the inner plates tore at the first
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row of bolts 0 The s~eparation of the scribe lines along the
edge of the join~ is approximately 0.5 inches at the first
row or bolts.
First major slip occurred in the test of joint D.51 at
a load of 348k . This load ,produced a nominal bolt shear
of 29.0 kai and a net section tension of 26.3 ksi. Again
tllis joint failed by complete tearing of the main plates
(Fig.' 15). Note the necking of the main plates in both
directions. The failure IQad of, 850k produced a nominal
bolt shear stress of 70.7 'ksi anq an actual net section
tension of 64.6 kal. Net efficiency in joint D51 was
107.7%.
Joint D41 8x:perienced first major slip at a load of
234k • Nominal bolt shear was 24.3 ksi while the net section
tension was 22.1 ksi. The maximum load applied to D41 was
690k and when the load began to falloff the test was
stopped before either plate or bolts failed. Inspection
of the joint shows that a plate failure was imminent.
This was the first case in the Lehigh test program that a
plate rupture load.~as not equal to the maximum load. The
nominal bolt shear at maximum load was 71.7 ksi while the
tension on the net section was 65.3 ksi giving a net
efficiency of l07.8%~
Joint D31 slipped at a load of l76k . As in the case
of D41, testing was halted shortly beyond a maximum load
of 514k , before either a plate or a bolt failure occurred.
At that point the net efficiency of the plate material was
110.1%_
In summarizing the test results of the variable width
series of tests it is evident that two of the spec,imens
(D91 "and D71) ex,perienced first major slip at loads less
than the working load computed on the basis or an allowable
shear stress of 22 ksiin double shear. The average slip
coefficient for this series of joints was approximately 0.28
when clamping force was computed, on t"he basis o.f results of
a direct tension bolt calibration procedure. It is important
to bear in mind that the faying surfaces of these joints
were free of all mill scale and quite smoo"th (Section 4.1)
and therefore this value of slip coefficient is not repre~
sentative of the slip behavior of joints wi,th tight, dry
mill scale surfaces.
Calculation of the clamping force was made by means
of Fig. 16 which is a histogram used to record the individual
bolt elongations~ The heavy squares represent fitting~up
bo'l ts which correspond to the heavy circles in the joint
pattern while the open squares represent the other bolts in'
the pattern. The elongation o~ each bolt was plotted to the
same abscissa as the calibration curve~ above. Therefore,
by entering the graph with a particular bolt elongation one
~ ].0 =
can read ~p to a curve and pick off the corresponding
tension. However, since the region of the curve involved
at one~half turn~of=nut from snug is relatively flat, an
average elongation for all bolts in a joint was found and,
from it, average bolt tension. The clamping force of the
joint depends on whether one reads the tension from the
direct tension or the torqued calibration curve.
Nominal bolt shear at maximum load ranged from 62.6 ksi
for D10l to a maximum of 7147 ksi for joint D41~
7.2 D~Series ~ Part b
Table 4 is a sunullary of the, results of the variable
grip series or tests. Ea.ch of, the variable grip joints ex-=-
perience bolt failures 0 Figure 17 is a sketch showing the
unbuttoned patterns and the corresponding failure 'loads.
In all cases, testing was discontinued before complete
failure occ~red, it being ~felt ,that a partially unbuttoned
joint would be more useful and educational than a co~pletely
ruptured one.
Joint DIOOI experienced first major slip at a load of
1010k or a nominal bolt shear of 42.01 ksi. Testing was
continued through the slip zone and then discontinued for
the day. The following day testing was resumed until two
bolts, one from each of the end rows, unbuttoned at a load
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of 1667k • At this load j the nominal bolt shear was 69.3 ksi
while the net section tension was 62.2 ksi. It is of inter~
est to note tha.t some slip occurred at a load of 1482k
du~ing this test. '. The slip dials advanced ra,pidly and a
resounding thump was heard.
First major slip occurred during the testing of D901
at a load of 86Sk or a nominal bolt shear of 40.0 ksi. The
first bolt unbuttoned at a load of 1497k at a nominal bolt
shear of 69.2 ksi. Actual net section tension at this point
was 61.6 ksi. Two other bolts were unbuttoned before
Ii
testing was discontinued. Figure., is a complete test curve
for this p~rticular test, and Fig. 19 is a ~hoto of the
unbuttoned pattern after test.
Specimen D80l e~per1enced first major slip at a load
of 610k • This load resulted in a nominal bolt shear stress
of 31.7 ksi, the lowest o~ the variable grip joints. At a
load of 1313k , the first bolt unbuttoned; load was reapplied
to the joint until a second bolt unbuttone-d at a lower value
of, 1244k • Maximum nominal ,boltshea.r was 68.3 ksi while
actual net section tension .was 6203 ksi. Figure 20 is a photo
of the edge of D801 at the bottom of the joint showing the
sepa.ration of the scribe lines as well'····the be'ndi'ng of bolts
in the adjacent rows o This photo was taken after two bolts
had unbuttoned and testing was discontinued; the hea.d of the
bolt ,in the last row is missing since this was one of the
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bolts that unbuttoned$
First major slip occurred in joint D701 at a load of
720k or a nominal bolt shear of 42.8 ksio Actual tension
on the net section was 37.4 ksi. At a load of 1213k or a
nominal bolt shear of 72.1 ksi two bolts unbutton~d at the
top row of the joint. This joint (D701) was the only one
in which 'the head end of the bolts sheared offf Figure 21 is
a close~up of the top of joint D701 where the two bolts
unbuttoned. Note the relative rnovement of the main and lap
plates necessary to produce bolt failures.
In summary, it is evident that none of the variable
grip joints, all of which had tight mill scale faying
surfaces experienced slip below the working load computed
on the basis of a 22 ksi allowable average shear stress~
A bolt tension histogram was again utilized to compute joint
cla~ping force (Fig. 22). "The tension~elongation curves
shown are average curves of three bolts from each of the
lots used (T,U,V,W), or a total of twelve bolts each for the
direct tension and the torqued calibration curve.
This average curve is permissable because the tension
elongation ~urves are flat in the region being used and
depend primarily upon the amount of thread within the grip
which is almost constant for all these joints. (6) The
average slip coefficient for this series of joints was
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approximately 0.48 when the clamping force was computed on
the basis of the direct tension calibration curve.
Figure 23 is a history of bolt tensions produced by
the turn~of-nut tightening method during the bolting up of
a typ~cal test joint. The bar graph corresponding to ~ny
particular bolt is plotted adjacent to the bolt in the
patter,n, the dark bolts representing fi tting<=up bolts.
The tensions shown were read from a direct tension cali~
bration curve. It is of particular importance to realize
that despite a wide variation in tension at snug (19k ), the
final bolt tensions do not vary by more than approximately
k2.5 0 Also j it can be seen that the touching~up operation
more than restores original tension.
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8 . ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
8.1 Tension~Shear Ratio
The term tfbalanced design'" as pert,ains to bolted joints
can be defined as the proportio~ing of tension and shearing
areas such that, at ultimate load, either plate failure or
bolt failure could occur& When' balance is attained in a
design, all materials are used efficiently. ?revious tests
of large, compact, bolted joints have been conducted(l) and
resulted in the conclusion that a tension~shear ratio of
1000/1.10 will result in a balanced design~ This, in effect,
says that if an allowable tensile stress of 20 ksi 1s used
to proportion the connected material, an allowable shear
stress of 22 ksi (1$10 x 20 ksi) should be used to propor~
tion the A325 bolts. In the tests mentioned in Ref. 1
all joints tested at the 1.00/1.10 tension shear ratio
experienced bolt failure. The net section tensi,on at bolt
failure almost equaled the ultimate coupon strength and did
exceed the ASTM minimum ultimate strength, The bolts were
minimum strength while the plate was medium strength A7
steel~
. As noted previously, both the variable width and the
variable grip joints of the D=Seriss were proportioned on
t~e basis of a 1.OO/1~lO tension=shear ratio~ A brief
analysis of their failure modes reveals that, while eight
of the specimens failed by shearing of the bolts, four
experienced plate failure. The four joints which
experienced plate failure (D31 ~ Dbl inclusive) were
ss sent ial1y short, cortl:pa'c t joints. In the s e conne ctions
where the bolts and plate were minimum strength the bolts
were able to hold the joint together at the 1/1.10 ratio
until the plates tore at an average stress on the net
section exceeding the coupon stress by 7%- This fact
reinforces the conclusion drawn ,previously tb.at a 1/1~ 10
tension~shear ratio does result in a balanced ultimate
design for compact joints.
8.2 Joint Slip
The slip characteristics of test specimens of the
D-Series "can best be analyzed by comparing Part a, the
variable width joints, with Part b, the variable grip
jointso All bolts were tightened according to the
recommendations of the one-half turn-of-nut method. (7)
According to this tightening procedure, all 7/8ft
diameter bolts having grip lengths greater than 5 inches
should receive 3/4 turn~of-nut from the snug position
rather than the customary one-half turn. Consequently,
the bolts used to assemble joints D8ol, D901 and DIOOI
each received 3/4 turn from snug.
Despite these differences in material strength and
bolting=up procedure, the final average bolt tensions did
not exhibit any marked variations (Figs~ 16, 22). Average
bolt tensions ranged from a low of 47~5k in joint D701 to
a high of 53.1k in joint DIOI (Table 3,4).
The factor which affects joint slip most is the slip
coefficient or apparent coefficient of fr'iction •.(3) This
slip coefficient necessarily depends on the condition of
the faying surfaces; a smooth, shiny .surface would have a
lO'{Arer slip coefficient than a rough surface.. Similarly.9
a surface completely devoid of mill scale would be expected
t,o ha'v8 a lOtrJsr sl,ip cCJefficient than one having a tight
mill scale surface. The faying surfaces of the variable
1~idth joints were ground with a mechanical grinder until
a mirror~like finish was evident in many placese This was
an 8xtremeJ~y unna tl~ral surfaee candi tion; conseqt.lently, the
average slip coefficients noted in the testing of these
joints was o~28. On the other hand, joints of the variable
grip test series had tight mill scale surfaces; in these
tests the average slip coefficient was 0448, considerably
higher than that of the variable width joints. A certain
amount of variation was present among the joints of each
group (Table 3,4)!I but it is felt that the aver~s.ge figu.res
are sUfficiently accurate to indicate the trend and
8rnphasize the effect of sur.face preparation on the slip
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characteristics of the D~Series test specimens.
Figure 24 is a bar graph used to indicate the slip
performance of all large bolted joints with Tis = 1/1.10
tested at Lehigh University. The horizontal line ex~
tending across the graph from 22 ksi is the working stress
level while the height of the bar is governed by the bolt
shear stress at slip. Two joints (D91, D71) slipped below
working stress while others in Part a slipped at shear
stress values greater than the working stress. The slip
loads for this group were low because of the semi~polished
raying surfac~s. Shiny raying surfaces such as these would
hardly be encountered under ordinary conditions of practice.
None of the compact or v:ariable grip joints slipped below
the working stress level. In fact, each of these joints
exhibited considerable factor of safety against slip.
In order to present a fair picture or the range of
slip coefficients on~ can reasohably expect in a.bolted
joint, a.complete resume of the slip data for the large
co~pac"t bolted joint~ t,ested at Lehigh is submitted in
Table 5 to supplement the bar graph (Fig. 24) and Tables
3 and 4. The average slip coefficient for all joints
having tight mill scale raying surfaces (Compact Joints
and D~Serles - Part b) was 0.45. On the other hand the
average slip coefficient for the D~Series ~ Part a joints,
which had the semi~polished faying surfaces, was 0.28.
8.3 "The Unbuttoning Factor
Figure 251s shown to present a picture of the efi'ect of
joint length on the average shear strength of the fasteners.
The ordinate is a non-dimensional quantity called the un~
buttoning factor (U) which is computed by dividing the
average ultimate shear strength of the bolts in a joint
(8.2)= 't'
't'1
u
(Ravg ) by the shear strength of a single bolt of the same
lot (Rl ).
Thus, the factor U is an erric.leney factor measuring how
well the configuration of the joint can develop the full
capacity of the bolts. The basic shear stress of the bolts
has been established by testing single bolts in a double
shear jig made of A7 steel with the same grip as the large
joints.
Bolts used in the D-Series ~ Part a joints (D~Lot),
when tested in double shear, failed at a shear stress of
approximately 8?3 ksi while bolts used in the co~pact
ijoints, the B-.Lot, A-Lot and G-Lot, failed at shear stress
values of 81.4 ksi, 83.2 ke! and 84.0 ks! respect1vely~
Similarly, the ultimate shear stress of bolts used in the
D-Series -- Part b joints wa,s approximately 9303 ksi. These
values would correspond to the value ~l in Equation (8~2).
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The abscissa indicates the length of the joint in
terms of the number of 3 1/2" pitches since almost all
joints tested used 7/8n bolts a.t this pitchQ Two exce,ptions,
A3 and Gl, used a 4t-t pitch for In and 1 1/8 ft bolts res,pec~
tively.
rr'he four joints which fai]~ed by tearing o.f the plates
do not give true unbuttoning factors since the average
ultimate shear stress used is that occurring at plate fail-
ure, not bolt failure. However, these points do delineate
a lower limit for U and confirm the ~revious finding(l)
that in short compact joints the average shear stress is
about 90% of the single bolt $hear stress.
This graph also shows a definite decrease in values
of R. as joint length increases. The average shear
avg
stress of bolts in a joint having ten bolts in line is
75% of the shear stress of a single bolt rather than the
90% exp,erienced with the compact joints.
8.4 Disc~sion of Possible Design Procedures
The-following possible design procedures are offered
as an aid for interpreting the unbuttoning. curve (F1'g. 25).
This curve is based strictly on test results of the
D-Series joints plus those compact joints(l) designed at
This curve suggests two design
a tension~shear ratio of 1.00/1.10. It does not include
test results from any source other than Lehigh University.
a) JLltimate Strength Design
lhcertain types of bolted connections where slip into
bearing can be tolerated or where joints are initially
fabricated ~ri bearing. and no reversal of load will occur,
an ultimate strength design is possible. Riveted joints
have been designed this way for years. The problem is to
arrive at a reasonable value for the working stress. In
order to do this the graph of Fig. 26 was plotted. The
points ·on this graph were plot·ted by multiplying the
unbuttoning factors by the shear strengtb. of a minimum
strengthA325 bolt of the same si'ze. This shear strength
of a minimum strength bolt was taken a~ 0.68 times the
minimum tensile strength (0.68 x 1'15 ksi for 7/8" and 1"
bolts and 0.68 x 105 ksi for 1 1/8'" bolts). Numerous
tensile and shear tests of single bolts conducted at
Lehigh Uni~ersity have shown this value to 'be reasonable.
When a straight line is fitted through these points by
the method of least squares~ the resulting equation is
~ = 72~07 ~ lQ71Nou .,
concepts, constant factor of safety or constant allowable
stresso
Consideration of the joint length effect shown in
Figure 26 will reveal that to achieve a constant factor of
safety for joints of all lengths, the allowable shear
stress must necess~rily decrease with the length of the
joint. To establish the location of this line a factor
of safety of three was chosen because the present minimum
factor of safety for design of A7 steel is cru/ o' = 60/20 = 3-
w .
This factor produces a working stress of ~w = 24002 - 0057N "
At N = 305, the working stress is 22 ksi. If working strsffi8S
are increased one-third for the combination of static load
plus wind, the same relationship will apply with a constant
factor of safety of 2.25.
The second ultimate strength design concept is to
maintain a constant allowable stress regardless of joint
length. To set the location of this allowable stress
level it seems reasonable to set ~w = 22 ksi. By so doing
joints shorter than 3, 1/2 pi tches would have factors of
safety greater than 3; conversely, joints longer' than
3 1/2 pitches would have factors of safety lower than
3 reaching 2.58' at N == 9. With static load combined with
wind the lowest factor of sarety for the same joint length
would be 1,.,.9'30 If both mi~nimum ~afety factors are con1'*>
sidered adequate for the res,pective loading conditions
cited, this approach would be the simpler. It should be
noted that since 1 1/8" bolts are made of slightly weaker
material, the factor of safety for that size bolt may be
lower than abov6 Q
805 Long Grips
Current rivet spec,if1cations carry s.pecial provisions
for the proportioning of long grip rivetsQ For example,
the AlSO Specification states that "Rivets which carry
calculated stress, and the grip of which exceeds five dia-
meters$ shall have their number increased 1 percent for
ea.ch add!tional 1/16 inch in the rivet gri.p" 0 This StiPl.lt=
lation presumably arises because of the increased bending
stresses in long rivets o
The bolts of the D~Series - Part b which would fall
into this grip classification were proportioned without
any regard to this provision because at working load the
bolts are transferring load by friction and not by shear,
bearing and bendingo ~r6n at ultimate load where the bolt
is in bearing and subject to bending this effect is of no
importance for the grips stu.diedo
9. CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions are based primarily on test
results or the D~Series or Unbuttoning Series of tests con~
ducted at Lehigh University. Certain of-these observations
are reinforced by previous tests of large, compact, bolted
joints, the complete results of which can be found in
Ref. '1. The design recommendations presented herein express
the authors ~ concept of an improved deaign .procedure sug~-
gested by the test results of full scale A325 bolted con~
nections tested at Lehigh University.
1., The average shear resistance of high strength
bolts in a connection decreases as the connection
becomes longer. In joints with up to' 5 rows of bolts
(4 pitches at 3 1/2") the average shear resistance of
the bolts is about 90% of the shear resistance or a
single bolt but for 10 rows of bolts (9 pitches at
3 1/2") it has decreased to 75% (Fig. 25).
This same trend has been noticed in test of
riveted co~ections(4) but because or the dirrerent
configurations of those connections it is difficult
to assign a numerics'l value for the percent reduction
that will be comparable to the above work.
A tension shear ratio of 1.00/1$10 will provide
a reasonably balanced ultimate design for joints of
A7 steel whose length does not exceed approximately
32 inches (Section 801)0 The factor'of safety against
failure will range from approximately 301 to 206 when
an allowable shear stress of 22 ksi is used for design
of minimum strength bolts (Figo 26)0
30 The load at which a bolted joint slips into
bearing has no relation to the ultimate strength of the
joint~ The slip load depends upon the faying surface
condition and clamping force of the bolts (Section 8G4)o
The slip coefficient determined experimentally from
these tests with dry mill scale surfaces was O.45G The
clamping force obtained by the turn~of-nut method was
approximately 103 times proof load as measured by a
direct tension calibration procedureo
40 Wi"thin the thicknesses studied there is no need
to increase the number of bolts to compensate for the
bending of the bolts due to long grips (Section 805).
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11. APPENDIX
11.1 Definition of Terms
iiiIIIIi& ...-.... .......
Unbuttoning - the term used to define th,e tlprema ture n
type failures experienced in long bolte'd joints.
Unbuttoning F.a.ctor- U == Ravg/R1 , where Ravg is found
by dividing the joint failure load by the number
of bolts and R1 is the shear resistance of' as'ingle bolt.
Tis - the ratio of net tensile stress to shear stress
on the nominal area of the fasteners in a struc~
tural joint.
21rect Tension Calibration - the relating of internal
bolt tension to bolt elongation by pulling a
single bolt in statiq tension at a prescribed
grip. '
Torqued Calibration - the relating"of internal bolt
tension to bol t e,longation when, the internal
tensions are induced by impact torquing the'nut
of the bolt against the resistance of a pre-
scribed thickness of grip material.
Major Slip - sudden, large relative displacement of
inner and outer plates of the test joint.
Compact Joint - the term given to joints having not
more than six (6) rows of bolts arran~ed in a
full pattern with values o'f p/d and gjd approx"'"
imately 4-
SI.ip Coefficien_t ~ lL = Ps/mnTi, where Fa is the load
. required to produce ma.jor sli.p, m is the number
of slip planes, n is the total number of bolts
and Ti.is the average clamping force per bolt as
determined from the Direct Tension Calibration
Curve.
Ei£ - expresses the ratio of pitch (vertical spacing
of bolt rows) to the actual diameter of the hole
in the plate .
. -,
EL£ - expresses the ratio of gage (transverse spacing
of bolt lines) to the actual diameter of the hole
in the plate.
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TABLE 1 Results of Coupon Tests, D-Series - Part a
Static Average Yield Average Ultimate Average % Elongation Average 0/0 0/0 Reduction Average
COUPON Yield Static Yield Stress Yield Stress Tensile Ultimate in Elongation in Area % Reduction
Level Level 0.2% Offset 0.2% Offset Stress Tensile a" in Area
NUMBER Stress
psi psi psi psi psi psi % % 0/0 %
031-1 29,300 28,500 29,000 28,700 60,000 59,500 32.0 32.1 54.8 58.0D31 .. 2 27,600 28,300 59,000 32.2 60.2
0101-1 29,100 30,600 28,900 30,500 60,600 60,400 30.9 31.7 52.7 65.50101-2 32,000 32,000 60,200 32.5 60.3
!
041-1 28,700 28,300 28,300 28,000 61)800 60,600 35.6 34.1 52.3 55.4041-2 27,800 27,700 59,300 32.7 58.6
091-1 28,500 28,700 28,900 28,900 61,700 60,800 31.2 31.9 49.5 52.6091-2 28,900 28,900 59,900 32.5 55.8
051-1 29,500 28,700 29,200 28,900 60,700 60,000 32.5 32.6 52.9 56.0051-2 27,900 28,500 59,300 32.7 59.2
081-1 28,700 28,700 28,700 28,700 60,800 60,000 32.7 33.2 54.5 57.4081-2 28,700 28,600 59,200 33.7 60.4
061-1 27,300 26,800 27~400 27,100 60,000 59,300 33.5 34.2 54.6 57.5
D61-2 26,300 26,700 58,500 35.0 60.5
071-1 26,800 27,200 27,300 27,500 59,400 59,800 37.5 35.5 58.9 56.2071 .. 2 27,500 27,700 60,100 33.5 63.6
Grand Average 28,400 28,500 60,000 33.2 56.2
Mill Test 37,500 61,700 28.0
TABLE 2 Results of Coupon Tests, D-Series - Part b
Thickness Static Average Yield Average Ultimate Average 0/0 Elongation Average 0/0 0/0 Reduction Average
COUPON Yield Static Yield Stress YieId Stress Tensile Ultimate in Elongation in Area 0/0 Reduction
NUMBER Level Level
0.2% Offset 0.2% Offset Stress Tensile a" in a" in Area
Stress
In. psi psi psi psi psi psi % 0/0 0/0 %
D701-1 .i. 34,500 36,200 64,400 23.2 61.816
D701-2 9 33,600 35,300 63,300 22.9 61.9i6
.Q. 34,400 36,200 64,500 22.8 61.50701 .. 1 8 35,300 37,300 65,800 21.6 59.9
0701-2 5 34,200 35,900 64,600 23.6 62.38"
0801-1 .Q. 3(,700 33,900 62,700 21.9 59.88
0801-2 5 31,600 33,700 63,200 22.8 58.38
II 32,300 34,100 63,800 23.0 61.6
59.7D801-1 is 32,500 33,800 64,400 24.5
D801-2 II 33,300 ,35,100 64,900 22.6 58.9i6
0901-1 3 34,100 36,000 64,700 23.5 62.74
0901- 2 3 33,800 35,700 65,700 23.7 51.54"
3 33,200 35,100 65,300 23.4 58.30901-1 4 32,600 34,300 64,400 23.9 62.2
0901-2 i 32,300 34,200 66,500 22.6 56.7
01001-( .@. 32,900 34,900 63,600 22.6 58.516'
01001-2 13 34,100 34,800 63,300 28.1 51.4is
7 34,400 34,500 63,600 25.8 56.901001-1 8" 31,900 32,700 63,100 24.4 58.9
01001-2 7 38,500 35,600 64,300 28.0 58.68'
Grand Average 33,600 35,000 64,300 23.7 59.1
Avera~e of 37,300 66,200 27.3Mill esfs
TABLE 3 Results of Joint Tests, D-Series - Part a
"*As measured from the direct tension calibration curve
ITEM
PATTERN
5"All holes drilled fG
All pitches 3t'
Gage =~ width
BOLTS
No. in line
No. of illA325 bolts
Nom. shear area (=octual)
PLATES
Nom. width
Nom. thickness
Nom. gross area
Nom. net area
% dey. in net area
TIS RATIO (As/Anet)
Nominal
Actual
WORKING LOAO(·T=20,OOO)~~:....:..:.....:=---=~,;,.=. S =22, 000
SLIP LOAD (First Major)
Nom. bolt shear
Nom. tens. - net sect.
Avg.. elongation of bolts
Clamping force per bo It *
Slip coefficient
TYPE OF FAILURE
Load at fai lure
Nom. bolt shear
Nom. tens. -net sect.
Act. tens. - net sect.
EFFICIENCY %
g/d
Theoretica I
Test
Net
UNITS
sq in
in
in
sq in
sq in
%
kips
kips
ksi
ksi
in
kips
kips
ksi
ksi
ksi
DIOI
r----
• •
• •
• •
• •
• •
• •
• •
• •
• •
• •
10
20
24.04
15.10
2tOl=2
30.20
26.45
- f .51
I: 1.10
I: 1.08
529
568
23.6
21.5
- .0381
53.1
.267
bolt
1506
62.6
57.0
57.8
D91
.r;-;-
• •
· .• •
• •
• •
• •
· .• •
9
18
21.64
13.78
2
27.56
23.81
-0.38
I: 1.10):1.10
476
405
18.8
17.0
.0368
53.0
.212
bolt
1358
62.8
57.1
57.3
D81
r---
• It• •
· .
· .• •
· .
• •
• •
8
16
19.23
12.46
2
24.92
21.17
-0.80
1:).10
1:1.09
423
560
29.1
26.5
.0329
52.3
.335
bolt
1282
66.7
60.6
61.0
071
r-----
• •
• •
· .
· .• •
• •~-_!
7
14
16.83
11.12
2
22.24
18.49
-1.68
1:1.10
1:1.08
370
358
21.3
19.4
.0310
52.0
.246
bolt
1126
66.9
60.8
61.9
D61
r---
• •
• •
• •
• •
• •
• •
6
12
14.42
9.80
2
19.60
15.85
-1.96
1:1.10
I:) .08
317
338
23.4
21.3
.0313
52.0
.271
plate
994
68.9
62.6
64.0
5.23
80.9
85.6
105.8
D51
r---
• •
• •
• •
• •
• •
5
10
12.02
8.48
2
16.96
13.21
-0.38
1:1.10
1:1.09
264
348
29.0
26.3
.0324
52.1
.334
plate
850
70.7
64.3
64.6
4.52
77.9
83.5
107.2
041
~.• •• •! __e
4
8
9.62
7.16
2
14.32
10.57
o
1:1.10
I: 1.10
212
234
24.3
22.1
.0267
51.0
.287
plate
690
71.7
65.3
65.3
3.82
73.8
79.6
107.8
031
t1.• •~_!
3
6
7.21
5.84
2
11.68
7.93
- 1.13
1:1.10
1:1.09
159
176
24.4
22.1
.0249
50.6
.289
plate
514
71.3
64.6
65.5
3.11
67.8
74.0
109.1
TABLE 4 Results of Joint Tests, D-Series - Part b
ITEM
PATTERN
1511All holes drtlled i6
All pitches 3~
Gage =~ width
BOLTS
No. in line
No. of rA325 bolts
Nom. shear area (=actual)
PLATES
Nom. width
Nom. thickness
Nom. gross area
Nom. net area
% dey. in net area
T/S RATIO (As/Anet>
Nominal
Actual
WORKING LOAD(T=20,OOO)
S=22,OOO
SLIP LOAD (First Major)
Nom. bolt shear
Nom. tens.-net sect.
Avg. elongation of bolts
Clamping force per bolt )Ie
Slip coefficient
TYPE OF FAILURE
Load at failure
Nom. bolt shear
Nom. tens.-net sect.
Act. tens.-net sect.
UNITS
in
in
sq in
sq in
0/0
kips
kips
ksi
ksi
in
kips
kips
kips
ksi
ksi
01001
• •
• •
• •
• •• •
• •
• •
• •
• •
• •
------
10
20
24.04
9.88
3.38
33.32
27.00
-.70
J: 1.12
J : I. II
529
1010
42.0
37.4
.0595
50.0
.505
bolt
1667
69.3
61.7
62.2
D901
• •
• •
• •
• •• •
• •
• •
• •
• •
9
18
21.64
9.88
3.00
29.62
24.00
+1.33
laI.11
1:1.12
476
865
40.0
36.1
.0473
48.5
.496
bQlt
1497
69.2
62.4
61.6
0801
• •
• •
• •
• •
• •
• •
• •
• •
8
16
19.23
9.88
2.62
25.92
21.00
+.30
1:1.09
1:1.10
423
610
31.7
29.0
.0549
49.5
.375
bolt
1313
68.3
62.5
62.3
D701
• •
• •
• •
• •
• •
• •
• •
7
14
16.83
9.88
2.38
23.45
19,00
+ I. 32
1:1.13
1:1.14
370
720
42.8
37.4
.0406
47.5
.541
bolt
1213
72.1
63.8
63.0
*As measured from the direct tension calibration curve
TABLE 5 Results of Tests, Compact Joints withT/S == 1.00/1.10
UNITS 83 85 B6 A3 GI
••••• ••• •• •••••• • • • • • • • •
PATTERN ••••• • • • •••• •• • • • • • • • •
• • • • • •• • • ••••••
------ • • • • '- !_~-~
••••• • • •------- • • • •
._.!-~!~- - .... --.-..-
NUMBER OF 7"8"
A 325 BOLTS 20 20 18 16-1 11 III12-18
NOMINAL GROSS AREA sq in 36.0 36,0 36.0 36.0 36.0
NOMINAL NET AREA sq in 26.6 26.6 24.8 27 .. 5 26 .. 5
NOMINAL SHEAR AREA sq in 24.0 24.0 21.6 25. I 23.9
TENSION - SHEAR RATIO I : I . II I: I. I I I: 1.15 I; I. 10 1,1 .. 11
SLIP LOAD kips 911 609 673 843 920
NOMINAL BOLT SHEAR ksi 38.0 25.4 31.2 33.6 38.5
TENSION ON NET SECTION ksi 34.2 22.9 27.1 30.7 34.7
AVG. EXTENSION OF BOLTS in 0.0461 0.0367 0.0357 .0317 .0519
INITIAL CLAMPING FORCE kips 969 949 852 968 936
COEFFICIENT OF SLIP 0.465 0.321 0.395 0.435 0.491
ULTIMATE LOAD kips 1750 1680 1550 1820 1798
NOMINAL BOLT SHEAR ksi 72.9 70.0 71.8 72.5 75.2
TENSION ON NET SECTION ksi 65.8 63.2 62.5 66.2 67.8
TYPE OF FAILURE S hec r Shear Shear Shear Sh ear
of of of of of
bolts bolts bolts bolts bolts
9
n BOLTS IN LINE~ 2
~ • ~ II I
I 9 W II I
r
,
•g
GRIP 4" I
II
FILL PLATE
MARK n GAGE WIDTH g/d SHEAR NET 15AREA AREAin. in. sq.ln. SQ.ln
0101 10 7.55 15.10 8.06 24.04 26,45 '11.10
091 9 6.89 13.78 7.35 21.64 23.81 1:1.10
081 8 6.23 12.46 6.65 19.23 21.17 1:1.10
071 7 5.56 11.12 5.94 16.83 18.49 1:1.10
061 6 4.90 9.80 5.23 14.42 15,85 1:1.10
051 5 4.24 8.48 4.52 12.02 13.21 1:1.10
D41 4 3.58 7.16 3.82 9.62 10.57 1:1.10
031 3 2.92 5.84 3.11 7.21 7.93 1:1.10
FIG. 1 Dimensions of Joints, D-Series - Part a
n BOLTS IN LINE~
"
I I
: 14i
H 7" I
98" :
I
IP
I
I I
t·I
3"JL I"JL3"1- (n-I) 3- 1-424
t·I
GRIP
to ti GRIP g/d SHEAR NET TISMARK n in. in. in AREA AREAsa.ln. sa.ln.
01001 10 11 1. 6!. 5.27 24.04 27.00 I: 1.1316 8 4
0901 9 3 ~ 6 5.27 21.64 24.00 I: 1.114 4
0801 8 f ~ 5! 5.27 19.23 21.00 I: 1.09
0701 7 9 S 4~ 5.27 16.83 19.00 I: 1.13ii 8 4
FIG. 2 Dimensions of Joints, D-Series - Part b
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FIG. 3 Location of Coupons, D-Series - Part a
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FIG. 5 Location of Coupons, D-Series - Part b
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